OSP News and Updates
 Unit Assignments/OSP: OSP Officers are now assigned by unit to more evenly distribute
the workload. This listing will help you identify the appropriate contact(s) when you
need assistance in proposal preparation, contract assignment, or help with post award
issues and questions.
 Training Needs Survey: OSP would like your feedback on campus training needs in the
area of sponsored projects. We encourage you to complete this short survey so that we
can develop a comprehensive training program.
 Fee for Service (FFS)- Amended policy for research related FFS to be retroactive to
7/1/16: The F&A rate is changing from 30% to 15%. Executed fee-for-service
agreements assessed at the 30% F&A rate will be retroactively corrected to 15% F&A
rate. To assist the campus in determining to which office to send your FFS, we have
developed a decision tree. Please note submission through OSP requires completion
and attachment of the Extramural Checklist including the Responsible Personnel List.
 Uniform Guidance (UG) Brochure: A Uniform Guidance Quick Guide brochure has been
developed with faculty and administrators in mind. This brochure highlights the most
important aspects of UG that faculty need to know regarding federal funding. We hope
you find it useful. Please print 2-sided in color for best effect.
 At-Risk Accounts for Industry Sponsored Clinical Trial Agreements: Along with three
academic departments, OSP, the IRAP support team, and GCA have been piloting a
pending account process for industry sponsored clinical trial agreements for the last
several months. “At-Risk Accounts” (aka “Pending Accounts”) are used to assist in
tracking the actual cost of conducting a clinical trial, therefore, it is very important that
the clinical departments use the At-Risk Account to facilitate appropriate accounting for
expenditures associated with study activation including, study start-up fees and
personnel expenses. Effective January 1, 2017, this process will be rolled out across
campus.
What is the Process?
1. OSP receives your complete submission; including a signed Extramural
Checklist for an Industry sponsored clinical trial.
2. The OSP Officer reviews the Extramural Checklist and updates IRAP, which
triggers a notification to grants and contracts accounting.
3. Accounting sets up the At-Risk Account and notifies the
PI/department. The start date of the pending/at risk account will be 1 year

prior to the receipt date of the checklist by OSP to enable sites to charge
activities related to study start up. And the account will remain ‘pending’
for 1 year after creation unless the account is either activated or
terminated.
4. Department/Site applies start-up charges to the new account and then
continues to use when becomes active. This includes start-up fees for IRB,
Pharmacy, Radiology, etc., as well as personnel expenses associated with
the time required for study activation procedures.
 Reminder Regarding Revised Responsible Personnel List (RPL) Instructions: Revised
RPL submissions are submitted when you are adding or removing responsible personnel
from an existing project. When submitting a Revised RPL, please only include the names
of those Responsible individuals being added to or removed from the project. For each
individual, list the name, BlazerID, and project role and check the Add or Remove box, as
applicable. Do not list everyone on the proposal; only list changes. For full instructions,
please click here.
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